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1 
Let f be a periodic function with period 271. It has been shown by KiS [ 5 ] 
that if n is odd, then there exists a unique trigonometric polynomial R,(fi x) 
of the form 
n-1 
a, + \‘ 
,r* 
(uj cos jx + bj sin jx) + Q, cos nx, 
which interpolates the function f in the points 2kr/n, k = 0, I,..., n - 1, and 
whose second derivative assumes prescribed values /Ik,” at these points. Such 
trigonometric polynomials are referred to as (0, 2).interpolating 
trigonometric polynomials. Further, he showed that iffsatisties the condition 
and 
j-(x - h) - v-(x) + j-(x + h) = o(h) (1) 
Pb = o(n) (k = 0, l,..., n - l), 
then as n (odd integer) tends to infinity 
~,u-; xl -+ l-(x) 
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uniformly on [0, 27~1 and in fact, due to periodicity, on the whole real line; 
besides, for every a < 1 there exists a periodic function f E Lip a such that 
the corresponding sequence of (0,2)-interpolating trigonometric polynomials 
does not converge uniformly on any interval of length 2271, even if the 
numbers /?k,n are all taken to be 0. 
A trigonometric polynomial of degree n is an entire function of 
exponential type n. If f is not periodic then we cannot use trigonometric 
polynomials for (0, 2).interpolation but we may be able to use entire 
functions of exponential type. 
We have shown [3] that for arbitrary t > 0 the entire functions 
sin rz sin rz 2 1 
-+y 
J ( 
sin t< 
o-p l- r[ dr if n=O rz 
AT,&) = 
- 
-$(l -cosrz) if n f 0, 
B,,“(Z) = 1 
sin 52 
i 
* sin r[ 
22 0 -4 4 
sin(rz - nn) -0~4~) 
27 r ’ -Pm/T 
+.? 
if n=O 
+ g (1 - cos rz) if n#O 
have the following properties 
(9 A,,,, B,,, are of exponential type 2t and are bounded on the real 
axis, 
6) A,,,, B;,” assume the value 1 at the point II,,, but vanish at the 
other points 
A,,,=?, v = o,* 1, *2 )...) 
r 
(iii) A;,, , B,,, vanish at all the points of (2) 
(iv) A:,,(O) = A;ln(0) = B:,,(O) = BFn(0) = 0, 
(2) 
which make them unique in view of the following 
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LEMMA 1 [2, Theorem 41. Let a be an arbitrary number in [0, 1). Iff is 
an entire function of exponential type 22 such that 
(9 V(x)1 <A +B lxl”f or a 11 real x and certain constants A, B, 
(ii) f(A) =f”(A> = 0, L = 0, *n/5, f27+ ,..., 
then f (z) = c, sin zz + c2 sin 2~2, where c, , c2 are constants. 
Noting that 
I 
-(nn/r)+r 
-nn/T 
(sinrc)d[=q(I -cosrz), 
we obtain the following alternative form for B,,, in the case n # 0: 
The functions A,,, , B,,, will be referred to as the fundamental functions of 
(0,2)-interpolation by entire functions of exponential type. 
If f is bounded on the real axis, and CF= -a: ) y;., 1 < co, then 
Uf; z> = : f&J4,,(4 + ? Y:‘,J,,n(Z) *=--co n=-cc 
is an entire function of exponential type 2r such that 
Uf; LJ =“w*A n = 0, * 1, *2 )...) 
K(f; 4.n) = Y:., 3 n=O, fl, +2 ,.... 
We have shown [4] that for given M > 0 there exists a function f which is 
uniformly continuous and bounded on the real line but 
!;; -y&, if(x) - R,(f; xl = co. (4) 
Here we prove 
THEOREM. If 
is continuous and satisfies the conditions 
(i) f (x - h) - 2f (x) -t f (x + h) = o(h), uniformly in x 
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and 
(ii) (1 + 1x1”) If(x)1 < 1 for all real x and some a > 0, 
then the sequence of (0,2)-interpolating entire functions of exponential type 
R,(f ;z> = f f (7) 4.,(z) + 5 P,,,B,,&)~ 
PI=--00 n=--00 
where 
sup IA., I = o(r) n 
converges to f uniformly on all compact subsets of the real line. 
Except for the condition (ii) this theorem is analogous to the result of KiH 
mentioned above. 
2 
Now we collect various lemmas which will be needed for the proof of our 
theorem. But first we introduce a couple of notations. 
Notation 1. For each x E R such that rx/z is not an odd multiple of i 
we denote the integer closest to rx/z by n,. If 5x1~ happens to be an odd 
multiple of f then out of the two integers closest to rx/7c we take for n, the 
one of larger modulus. 
Notation 2. The set of all integers between 0 and n, (including both 0 
and n,) will be denoted by N(x). 
LEMMA 2. Let the real and imaginary parts of z be x and y, respectively. 
Then there exist constants C,, C, ,..., C, not depending on z, z and n such 
that 
f Iz( e’ly’ 
+ Cl lnm1nx12 + j+ ezriy’ 
( 1 
if n&N(x), (5) 
IA,,,(z)1 <c, :(:;i;nly;);, + C,PY if n E N(x), (6) 
x 
if n 66 N(x), (7) 
if n EN(x). (8) 
4OY~X2/, 13 
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ProoJ Since 
Lu-4 = I4-&)I and I&,nWl = ILn(z)l 
we may assume that x > 0. 
First we observe that 
sin(sz - n7r) 
ZZ-tl?l (9) 
where, for the second estimate, we may use Theorem 6.2.4 of [ 11. Next we 
find that 
(10) 
where 
1 
(t - w4)2 
1 _ sin(zt - nn) 
tt - n7r 
and 
A,, = 
1 sin(rt - nn) 
(t - (m/z))’ 1 - rt - ml 
For n & N(x) we have 
rn G 2 1 : 
df 22* 
(t - (m/lz))’ = 712 In I l(rx’;;I, - n 1 
(11) 
whereas for n E N(x) we may use the estimate 
which is, in fact, valid for all n. Next we observe that for all C E @ we have 
[ 1, Theorem 6.2.41 
(12) 
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Hence for ( t[l> 1 
which holds also for 1 rcl < 1 since then 
sin r[ 
l-- 7c )I <72 ( I+ 3! 1, 5! . . . 1 < 72. 
From (12) it follows that for n # IZ, (and so certainly for all n @ N(x)) 
J 
IYI 
A”< 
2e”’ 87 e'lyi 
0 (x - (mr/*))* df G 2 (n - nJ * 
Using (13) we obtain for all n and in particular for all n E N(x) 
(13) 
(14) 
i 
IYI 
A, < 27*eTt dt < 2teTiy’ (14’) 
0 
Inequalities (5) and (6) follow readily from (9), (lo), (1 l), (1 l’), (14) and 
(14’). 
Using form (3) for B,,,(z) we see that for n # 0 
(15) 
where 
sin(tt - nn) dt 
and 
D,= 
) 
sin(rt - nn) dt 
For n 6Z N(x) we may apply the second law of the mean for integrals to 
obtain 
G,= 
I( 
sin(tt - nrr) dt , 
where <E [0, x]. Hence 
G,& 1x1 
* IO - %>I 
if II @N(x), (16) 
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whereas for n E N(x)\{O} we have 
d~=$-+l”~Tdu/. (16’) 
As regards D, we have for n & {O, n,} and so certainly for all n c?? N(x) 
I 
IYI 
D,< 
15x + irtl 2JzleT’Y’ 
o 1 nn(rx + izt - n7z)leTt dt ’ 7r2 1 n(n - n,)l ’ (17) 
Using (9) we obtain for all n # 0 and in particular for all n E N(x)\{O} 
1 e’lYl etlYl 
D,<---- -. 
n/n/ 5 
+ 
r (17’) 
The desired estimates for [B,,,(z)/ follow immediately from (16), (16’), (17), 
(17’) and the fact that 
LEMMA 3. Let k be an arbitrary integer and denote by J the set of all 
integers other than k and 0. Then 
7 1 
n;J ,+ _ k), G lkls, 1 (1 + lw(/kl + 1)). 
Proox We may clearly assume k to be non-negative. For k = 0 the result 
is obvious. If k > 0, then 
1 k-l 00 1 
zJIn(n-k)(=n?l n(kYn)+2 ,..l n(n+k) 
where the first sum on the right does not appear if k = 1. Since 
k-l 1 
“T1 n(k- n) 
and 
-7 l 
“iI n(n + k) 
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we obtain 
’ Ikl+ 1 
-f-- (1 + log((k( + 1)). 
LEMMA 4. If t is fixed then for all z (= x + iy) E C 
T I-4,,,(z>l = O((1 + lzl) e2”y’). 
Proof: Using (5) and (6) we obtain 
x 
)I 
+ C2e2”y’ne;x) 
( 
(n lnx12 + p$ 
+ C,z(l + (z()e’lY’ C 
1 
n EN(x) l+Mn--Jl 
+ C,e251y’ 2 1. 
Nan 
Now the desired result follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that 
LEMMA 5. If t is fixed then for all z (= x + iy) E C 
5 IB,,,(z)I = O((1 + lzl) ezrly’). 
II= -cc 
Proof Using (7) and (8) we obtain 
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Again, the desired result follows from Lemma 3 and the estimate (18) for 
I%l* 
LEMMA 6. Given M > 0 there exists a constant C, (depending on M) 
such that 
F P,,,(x)l < Cd1 + r) for -M<x<M. 
ProoJ Using (5) and (6) we obtain 
+C,$l +Ixl> 2+ 
I I 
n+o.n, 
+c, x 1. 
nsN(x) 
The desired result is now a simple consequence of Lemma 3 and the estimate 
(18) for 1 n,J. 
LEMMA 7. Given M > 0 there exists a constant C, (depending on M) 
such that for all 5 > 1 and -M & x Q M, we have 
“f, P,,,(x)l< c, f. 
Proof. Using (7) and (8) we obtain 
+G$(In,l+ 11, 
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which in conjunction with Lemma 3 and the estimate (18) for lnxl gives us 
the desired result. 
Before stating our next lemma we need to quote a Jackson-type theorem 
for approximation by entire functions of exponential type. 
Let 
be continuous and bounded, and let 
o,(f; t) = xE;:f, <* If@ - h) - v-w + f(x + h)l. 
Further, for r > 0 let 
sin 2212 ( 1 4 g,(z) := z ’ 
which is an entire function of exponential type 22. According to a known 
result (see, for example, [6, pp. 257-2591) if 
Q,(f; -4 := $ jyw g,(Wf(x + t> - f(x + WI dl 
=- ; j”” f(t) /2&(X- 4 -; gT (7) 1 dty 
* w  
where 
Y, := jm g,(t) & -cc 
then there exists an absolute constant C such that 
-oo~<~x~~ If(x) - Q,<f; XI < Co, f;; . ( 1 (19) 
The function Q, is entire and of exponential type 22 (see [6, pp. 258-2591). 
We are now in a position to prove the following 
LEMMA 8. If 
is continuous and bounded an satisfies the condition 
f(x-h)-2f(x)tf(x+h)=o(h), uniformly in x, 
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then there exists a sequence of entire functions T,(f; z) of exponential type 
2r such that for large 5 
f(x) - T,(f ; x) = o 
( 1 
+ > (20) 
T:(f; x> = o(h T), C-21) 
T:‘(f; x) = o(t), (22) 
T;(f; x) = o@*) (23) 
uniformly in x. 
ProoJ For all r E [2k, 2k+‘), where k > 0 is an integer we set 
T,(f; x) = Q&f; xl. 
That (20) holds, is a consequence of (19). In order to prove (21)-(23) we 
note that (for t > 1) 
T,df; x> = 5 {Q&f; x> - Q&f; x)} + Q,(j-; x). 
j=l 
From (19) we have 
I Q&f; x) - Qti-l(f; x)I < If(x) - Qd.f; x)1 + If(x) - Q,j-l(f; X)1 
=o 
By virtue of Bernstein’s inequality [ 1, Chap. 1 I] 
Q;(f; x) - Q;-U; x) = o( I>, 
QW-; x) - Q;;-,(f; x) = o(29, 
QJ(f* 9X ) - Q’$-,(f- 9X ) = 0(2*‘) 9 
and therefore 
T:(f;x)= 5 {QLU-ix)-Q;-d.f;x)}+Q;(f;x) 
j=l 
= o(k) = o(log r), 
Ti’(f;x)= i tQzl(f;x)-Q;df;x)}+Q;(f;x) 
j=l 
= o(27 = o(r), 
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T:“(f; x> = i {e;(f; X) - C&df; x)} + Q;r'Cf; x) 
j=l 
= o(2Zk) = o(3), 
which completes the proof of Lemma 8. 
For r > 1, T,(f; x) will hereaRer stand for Q&f; x), where 2k < T < 2k+1. 
LEMMA 9. Zf 
is continuous and for some a E (0, I] 
(1 + Ixl”> If(x)I G 1 for --a,<x<aJ 
then there exists a constant d depending on f and a such that 
(l+~x~")~T,(f;x)~<d for --co <x<m. (24) 
Besides, there exist constants d’, d” depending on f; a and r such that 
(1 + 1x1”) I T:(f; x)1 <d for --co<x<m, (25) 
(1 + IX/“> lqyf;x)l q for -co<x<oo. (26) 
Proof. ForA:= 2k<r(2k+1wehave 
(1 + Ixl”) I T,Cf ;x)l 
= (1 + I4”>IQ,(f~x>l 
I m 
= ‘n-00 I j 
(1 + lxl”)fW&-o-+ h(y)/ dtj. 
But for 0 < a < 1 
and so 
(1 + lxl”> I T,(f; 41 
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from which (24) follows. 
Now, we may apply Lemma 2 of [2] to the function zT,df; z) to conclude 
that for certain constants A’ and B’ 
) T,(f; x) + xT;(f; x)1 &A’ + B’ IxI’-“. 
Hence, using (24) we get 
IX ‘+=T:~~;x)(~A’IxI”+B’IxI+Ix~“IT~~~;x)I 
<A’ Ixla + B’ 1x(+ d. 
Thus, in particular 
Ixl”IT:(f;x)l<A’+B’+d for (x] > 1. (27) 
The function T:df; x) being continuous on [-1, 1 ] there exists a constant d, 
such that 
which in conjunction with (27) gives us (25). 
The proof of (26) is similar. 
LEMMA 10. If f is a function satisfying the conditions of the theorem 
then there exist constants c, and c2 such that 
T,(.f;z)= f T, 
n=--co 
A,,,(z) + : T:l (f; ‘;‘) B,,,(z) 
n= --co 
+ c, sin rz + c2 sin 2rz. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 9 that 
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and so by Lemmas 4, 5 
T*(f; 2) := 2 
n= -m 
4,,(z) + F 7’ (AT) B,,,(z) 
“=-cc 
is an entire function of exponential type 2~. Besides, we wish to prove that 
for certain constants C, and C,, 
I T*U-; xl< C, + C,, Ix I’-= for all real x. (28) 
Using (5) and (6) we obtain 
a v 1 
i 
5 I4 
“GiX) Inl” c1 In(n - n,)l+ cz )I 
Now we note that by Lemma 3 
“& I& c1 
tlxl 
- (n(n - n,)l G c1 7 Ix’ In ;+ 1 (1 + lw(lnxI + 1)) x 
= O(log(2 + 1x1)) 
since 
Besides, it is easily checked that for n E N(x)\{O, n,} 
1 + In@ - n,)l> max(L In,l), 
and therefore for such values of n 
(29) 
7(1 + Ixl) 
1+Intn--xl 
< 7 + n(7 + 71). 
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Hence there exists a constant C* such that 
,< c* F‘ 
1 
neN(xfi(o.n,l 
-+ d L a c, “1 +,‘x’) + O(log(2 + 1x1)) 
( 1 Ida R *, a 
= O(1 + 1x1’-“). 
Similarly, we use (7), (8) and Lemma 9 to obtain 
= O(1 + Ix/‘-“) 
which completes the proof of (28). 
Thus, T,(f; z> - Wf; z> is an entire function of exponential type 2r 
which vanishes at the points 
0, +71/r, +27r/r,... 
and is 0( 1 + [xl’-“) on the real axis. Hence by Lemma 1 it must be of the 
form c, sin rz + c2 sin 2rz, i.e., Lemma 10 holds. 
LEMMA 11. The constants cl, c, appearing in Lemma 10 are equal to 
f + T:(f; 0) + 
! 
&“(f;O) , 
I 
-; {; T:(f; 0) + $ T:,,(f; O,[ , 
respectively. 
ProoJ: Since the first and third derivatives of T*(f; .) vanish at the origin 
the constant c,, c2 satisfy 
tc, + 2rc, = T;(f; 0), 
r’c, + 8t3c, = - T;(J-; 0), 
and we simply have to solve this system of equations. 
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Proof of the theorem. Using the previous notation and Lemma 10 we 
write 
Ax) - %(f; x> 
= f(x) - T,(f; x) + T,(f; x) - R,(f; x) 
+ “=$* 17’: (/;:)-8,,,l B,,,(x)+c,sinrx+c,sin2zx. 
Now the desired result follows from (20), (21), (22), (23), the hypothesis 
s:P IP,,” I = 45) 
and the Lemmas 6, 7 and 11. 
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